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Maximize your Control.
Boost your Bottom Line.
Introducing Voyager™, the gravity separator that sets new standards in the degree
of control. No other separator puts so much adjustment precision in the hands of
the operator. Voyager lets you separate more materials, into more grades, more
precisely and more consistently than ever. Period.
Spring Assisted Stone Discharge Regulator

Improved Deck/Carriage Alignment

Computerized Touch Screen

Heavy Skim Cut-Out Gate

Safer, Enclosed Design

Multiple Fans

Quieter Operation

Enclosed Design

Locking Removable Access Panels

Improved Air Segregation

SMARTER RESULTS FROM
A SMARTER DESIGN
The most advanced separator in the
world is a work over 75 years in the
making. Over that time, our research
and engineering has refined the overall
design to increase control, boost
capacity, improve structural integrity,
widen the range of materials, simplify
operation and extend durability.

Advanced Counter-Balance Design

High Side Blender Trough

Superior Deck Clamping

Improved Rock Traps

4-way Joystick Tilt Control

Tubular Frame

INTRODUCING COMPLETE
AUTOMATION.
Voyager automates the entire setup
and operation procedure. Every
parameter that can be controlled,
has been automated. Which means
you spend less time in training and
oversight. Switching back and forth
between materials is as easy as
recalling adjustment setting ‘recipes’
from over 20 recallable routines.
Rockwell automation insures
repeatability, and legendary, stateof-the-art Allen-Bradley electronic
controls allows easy integration
into the most comprehensive plant
automation strategies with basic
plug-and-play wiring.

Mechanical Boot Clamps

Flush Mount Filter

Redesigned Eccentric Machinery

Reduced Vibration

Maintenance Access Panels

EXPECT MORE FROM THE OLIVER
VOYAGER. YOU WON’T BE
DISAPPOINTED.
Add up the numbers. With its
outstanding performance, exceptional
durability and the longest warranty
in the industry (3 years) the Voyager
represents your best choice in
accurate, reliable, long-term product
refinement. It’s a Pure Product,
Sure Profit equation for fast and
reliable ROI.
ADVANCING THE SCIENCE
OF SEPARATION
We know what it takes to raise the
bar in gravity separation performance.
We were there at the beginning,
as the original patent holders,
and we’re here at the forefront with
Voyager, the most advanced
technology and performance
available.

